Huawei Twitter and Facebook December 10-11

His greatest challenge became his greatest motivation to help children with low vision. Meet Jin Bihui, the developer behind Xiao Ai that helps students see clearly.

With so many apps to choose from, what’s your favorite?

Partnering with UNICEF, Huawei is committed to raising social awareness on the importance of safeguarding education in armed conflict across the world.

Huawei lights up Nairobi offices for the UN International Day to Protect... In Kenya, Huawei has been lighting up its office building in white colour from September 8th to 10th in response to the September 9th UN...

Even if we can’t be together in person, we can find ways to connect. Share how you are getting together while staying apart.

Love is the strongest connection.
Collaboration between different organizations like universities and enterprises is key to solving the talent gap in ICT and technology. Check out how Huawei's ICT Academy helps close the gap.

Huawei ICT Academy in collaboration with the Ministry of Education will provide training and certification to more than 50,000 students.

Smart thermostats, cleaning robots and automated appliances—it's a lot to keep track of. See how Huawei's SeamlessAI helps home gadgets work seamlessly in this episode of techsplained.

Tune in today at 11 a.m. ET to hear Huawei USA CSO Andy Purdy discuss how tech-enabled partnerships can spur progress with TechUK dep CEO, professor Susan Athey and Huawei's Marina Szabo.

Have you checked out the AppGallery? There's an app for every one of your needs! #AppDay http://bit.ly/33lAcI
"Only by working together can we share the benefits brought by technology." —Ryan Ding, Huawei Executive Director of the Board & President of Huawei Carrier Bu... See More

Partnering with UNICEF, Huawei is committed to raising social awareness on the importance of safeguarding education in armed conflict across the world. InternationalUNICEFDay

Huawei lights up Nairobi offices for the UN International Day to Protect Education from Attack

Even if we can’t be together in person, we can find ways to connect. Tell us how you’re connecting with friends and family this season. #LoveConnectsAll

Love is the strongest connection
Even in the most difficult circumstances, togetherness, gratitude, and service remain. #LoveConnectsAll https://tinyurl.com/yyhllbc5

Smart thermostats, cleaning robots and automated appliances - sometimes the world of #smarthome seems dizzy with all these connected devices. The solution? Huawei's #SeamlessAI solution allows our home gadgets to work seamlessly to enhance our daily lives. Check out how. #Techsplained https://tinyurl.com/y62fqwat

Vision struggles shouldn't hold you back. #Eyecoming is an app using cutting edge technology to help different people with different conditions read with more ease on their device. #SeasonOfGiving

Eyecoming Website
Eyecoming Platform, provides visually impaired community a transc...
Love is the strongest connection

Huawei USA updated their cover photo.

Yesterday at 8:43 AM • ©
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Huawei USA

Yesterday at 8:17 AM

and tried to boycott it

Huawei was live.

Yesterday at 12:00 AM • ©

Trust In Tech Summit 2020 is starting now! Enjoy an immersive journey as we come together for a digital discussion on the need to #TrustInTech. Join the livestre... See More
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Huawei USA

Yesterday at 8:17 AM

Join Andy Purdy as he speaks to a panel of experts about just how innovation can truly flourish through collaboration. The @EconomistEvents panel is taking place today at 11 a.m. ET.

https://tinyurl.com/y3ly5pc

Unleashing innovation through collaboration

Andy Purdy

Chief security officer
Huawei Technologies USA

Register free

December 10th 2020, main EST (4pm GMT)
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